
I Want To Go Outside
music:  Georges Bizet
words:  Lesley J Clare

orchestra featuring cymbals

seasonal, just for fun

There's          no           snow           to     be        seen _____________________________.
   I               look          like              a     fat         cat_______________________________.

that's        what     I       want__________,         to             do      you    know________.
From my    head   and   nose__________,        down        to        my     toes_________.

I Want to Go Outside
melody: George Bizet France 1875

words: LJ Clare Canada 2013

Key F, first note C(so)
a capella count-in:  1 2 I want...

1.  I             want    to      go           out    -   side     and  play    in     snow________,
2.  My           mo  - ther  makes      me        dress     in     lots     of     clothes______,
3.  (repeat verse 1)

But_________________,  out   -   side  the      grass  is      still   bright  green _________,
Hea             -                  vy      socks, snow-pants, boots and    a      hat____________,

Does     an -   y    -    bo -  dy    know                 If        it   will       snow_________?

If            it      will          ev       -     er              snow____________________?

Andante

This very familiar melody is from Georges Bizet's opera Carmen and is called The March of the 
Toreadors.   The story is set in Spain and is full of smugglers, soldiers, tavern life, bull fighting 
and, of course,  love affairs gone astray.   It is an adult story, but the music crosses generations.
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AA Practice and Review:  Practice and Review:  Snow, Snow, Snow  (harmony)

1.  Simple vocal warm-up  or    Solfa Band  in the Key of G.

2.  Whole class sings each part with actions
   using the sing-a-long recording as a guide.

3.  Whole class sings each part without the recording.

4.  Divide class into two groups.   Sing as a Partner Song.
            (see notes in the previous lesson)

Part A       So deep you can't ...

     Shovelling snow until the drive is clear ...Part B  

     Snow, snow, snow ...Part C  

BB New Song:New Song:    I Want To Go Outside

Chat a bit about the weather  ---with changing weather patterns, there may, or 
may not be snow outside even in January.   "The song in our last lesson 
complained about too much snow.   Have you ever felt like that?  ...  The 
song today is an opposite to that song.   What do you think it might be 
about?  (Explore possibilities for opposite here --enjoying too much snow, 
complaining not enough snow, etc.  Then listen to discover which was correct.) 

Play Music   Sing-a-Long Recording of
                        I Want to Go Outside

"Hmmm,  not enough snow according to this song.   There's a whole 
orchestra playing with the singers.   Sometimes its very loud, forte, 
sometimes its much softer, piano.   Try conducting the volume changes 
as you listen again."

Play Music   Sing-a-Long Recording of
                        I Want to Go Outside

“The music for this song was written by George Bizet, but the word he 
wrote for it were about a story with bull fighters, smugglers and love.   
He'd be very surprised to hear these words about wanting to play in the 
snow!   When new words are written to an old tune, it's called a 
piggyback song."   

Key G, first note B(mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,... do'

la
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B

Key G

A

G

D

Teach the words and music.

 1.  Use the rote learning recording.

 2.  Post the words.    Use the rote learning recording again.

 3.  Point to places in the music/words that are tricky,  e.g.  rests.

 4.  Class sings with sing-a-long recording.



There's          no           snow           to     be        seen _____________________________.
   I               look          like              a     fat         cat_______________________________.

that's        what     I       want__________,         to             do      you    know________.
From my    head   and   nose__________,        down        to        my     toes_________.

I Want to Go Outside
melody: George Bizet France 1875

words: LJ Clare Canada 2013

Key F, first note C(so)
a capella count-in:  1 2 I want...

1.  I             want    to      go           out    -   side     and  play    in     snow________,
2.  My           mo  - ther  makes      me        dress     in     lots     of     clothes______,
3.  (repeat verse 1)

But_________________,  out   -   side  the      grass  is      still   bright  green _________,
Hea             -                  vy      socks, snow-pants, boots and    a      hat____________,

Does     an -   y    -    bo -  dy    know                 If        it   will       snow_________?

If            it      will          ev       -     er              snow____________________?

Andante

This very familiar melody is from Georges Bizet's opera Carmen and is called The March of the 
Toreadors.   The story is set in Spain and is full of smugglers, soldiers, tavern life, bull fighting 
and, of course,  love affairs gone astray.   It is an adult story, but the music crosses generations.
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I Want To Go Outside
music:  Toreador Song
                from Opera Carmen
                composer:  Georges Bitzet

words:  Lesley Clare
                 c. 2013

videosong by LJ Clare c. 2019 part of Can Do Music
permission given to copy and use in classrooms or homes



Prosper Mérimée, 
whose novella 
Carmen of 1845 
inspired the opera 
Carmen.

(Chorus ×2)
|:Toreador, on guard! Toreador!
Toreador!
And think well, yes think
as you are fighting
that a dark eye is watching you,
and that love is waiting for you,
Toreador, love, love is waiting for you! :|

music:  Toreador Song
                from Opera Carmen
                composer:  Georges Bitzet

 Georges Bitzet
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